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THE' LEIGH LIGHT LET I-SUBMARINE SQUADRONS

In the intensive anti-submarine operations carried out during recent months by
Coastal Command, working in hose co-operation with the Royal Navy, ‘effective use

has been made of a. special weapon with which aircraft of the Command have been

equipped for more than a year.

This weapon, specially adapted for night attacks on U-boats is a. powerful
searchlight, produced and perfected after much patient research. The work of the

squadrons using it, known as the Leigh Light Squadrons, has been the keystone of

the success in the air . .Tensive against U-boats in the Atlantic, whcre a high
percentage of attacks to sightings has been achieved in darkness.

Before the searchlight aircraft began their activities, U-boats could submerge
by day and surface with reasonable security by night to recharge their batteries.
At that time, attacks or them in darkness wore necessarily haphazard and were

only practicable on clear, moonlit nights.

For some months, however, the U-boat has been safe neither by day nor by night
from the Leigh Light aircraft which can patrol between dusk and down, with the

result that many U-boats have been forced to cruise submerged by night and risk

surface movement by day, when they hope to sight any patrolling aircraft and to

crash-dive before it closes to attack.

The searchlight is installed in the aircraft in such a position that it will
not blind the pilot or crow and will throw on to the water a beam many millions
of candle power in strength.

when the use of a searchlight ms suggested, Coastal Command at once saw the

possibilities of this form of attack, providing the considerable technical
difficulties of fitting to aircraft a powerful searchlight which, at the same time,
was operationally efficient, could be overcome. The Admiralty concurred in this

view and gave their ready co-operation. An aircraft was placed at the disposal
of ring Commander H. do V. Leigh. ,0.8. E. ,D.F. C, , and as, a result of satisfactory

tests, more aircraft were subsequently allocated for searchlight duties.

As soon as a procedure for operating the light had been evolved, and many

technical problems had been mastered, a. R.A.F. operational flight was formed and

began practice attacks on a moored target. Ehon the technique had reached a

certain standard, the flight 7/as brought to squadron strength and became

operational in Coastal Command. On their first operational sortie they sighted
tv/o U-boats both of v/hich v/ere attacked with the aid of the searchlight.
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Sir Philip Joubert De La Ferte, the N.A.O.C. in C, cf Coastal

Command, decided immediately to ask the Air Ministry for more

squadrons with, the searchlight equipment. These squadrons have

been in operation for' some time and have played an important
part in the;-unrelenting battle against the U-boats. Since,
however, modifications and improvements are continuously being
evolved, it is obvious that technical details cannot be divulged
without, giving .valuable infomation to the enemy.

Ring Commander.'Leigh, who selected the pilots and aircrews for

the Leigh Light Flight and personally supervised' their training,
flew in the last war as a pilot in the R.N.A.S. and has had
engineering training. Sir Frederick Bowhill, fomerly A.O.C.in C.

cf Coastal Command, was his squadron commander in in

Mesopotamia. Volunteering again for service before the outbreak

cf the present war, Ring Commander Leigh was called up in

.September, 19-39, and "by. a coincidence was posted to Coastal Command

headquarters as a staff officer nunder his former squadron
commander. He won. the D.F.C. in the- last. war.
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